Designed by Air Aroma

In a busy world where sight and sound assault the senses on a

With a coverage of up to 400m3 the Aroslim is the ideal solution

daily basis, scent diffusion offers a unique and subtle sensory

for banks, retailers and smaller hotel lobbies.

experience - creating a more balanced mood on any day. More

Thanks to its understated looks, the Aroslim will also be a great

sophisticated than any other sense, smell can trigger the

fit for office receptions, fitness clubs or even for homes.

memories and emotions that define life’s experiences.

The Aroslim brings a whole new meaning to 'versatility'.

Research confirms this powerful connection is a result of the

Perfectly filling the gap between the Aromax and Aroscent, the

relationship between the limbic system, which is responsible for

Aroslim is competitively priced to make scenting even more

memory and emotions, and its direct link to the olfactory gland,

affordable:

which registers smell. For this reason, smell is believed to effect
up to %75 of our daily emotions.
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1. To insert a bottle, lift the top part of the Aroslim.

3. When the red light is on the Aroslim is in stand-by mode

2. Screw the bottle into the top part (do not over-tighten) and

4. Increase the strength by pressing the button (the number of

place the top part back onto the Aroslim

blue lights increase as the strength increases)

Technical Details

Strength Settings

Dimensions Diameter x H in mm

ø230mm Base, ø80mm x 1255

0%

On

Off

Weight Kg

5.0kg

3%

3 sec on

90 sec off

Finish

Textured and Anodised

8%

5 sec on

55 sec off

Color

All Natural / All Black

20%

12 sec on

48 sec off

Material

Aluminium

40%

24 sec on

36 sec off

Power Supply

100 Volts, 120 Volts & 220-240 Volts

67%

20 sec on

10 sec off

Power Output

24VAC

100%

Always on

Watt

5

Hz

8W (50Hz), 9W (60Hz)

Silencer

Yes

Coverage

400 m3

Bottle contents

250ml

Electronic Controller

Yes

Plug & Play

Yes

Designed in

Australia

Safety

Power adaptor - UL, PSE, CE
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